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Exploring Protein Hot Spots
With ‘Escape From Flatland’ Concepts
Small Molecule Tools For Protein-Protein Interactions
Drug discovery’s greatest successes have been
unevenly distributed as far as targets are concerned. It
is an often-quoted statistic, for example, that more
than one third of all currently marketed drugs target Gprotein coupled receptors.
The reason for this focus is that G-protein coupled
receptors – as well as another area of small-molecule
drug discovery’s big success, enzyme inhibition –
naturally interact with small molecules, and tend to do
so in deep pockets that also make good binding sites
for drugs.
Protein-protein interactions (PPI), by comparison,
can look a lot like maps of the world from Christopher
Columbus’ time: not particularly detailed, but definitely
covering an area that’s big. And flat.
But most of proteins’ interactions in cells are not
with small molecules in deep pockets. They are w ith
other proteins. And so, also like in Christopher
Columbus’ time, it’s clear that there are riches to be
discov ered in that flat expanse, and researchers
have been working on w ays to target protein-protein
interactions with small molecules.
One way to target such flat interactions is to catch
them when they are not flat. Many proteins
habitually switch betw een different conformations,
some of w hich can offer binding opportunities in the
form of temporary pockets. And small molecules can
induce such conformational changes w hen they bind to
protein surfaces.
Another approach has been to focus on socalledhotspots. Even though the overall interaction
surface between two proteins is often large, more
detailed analysis of how binding occurs has sometimes
shown that it is possible to disrupt ov erall binding by
focusing
in
on
relativ ely
sm all
areas
of
interaction where a disproportional amount of binding
energy is concentrated. Computational methods exist
to predict such hotspots, and by focusing on them it is
possible to bring the target surface down to a
manageable size.
read more
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MEET US AT BIO 2014
June 23-26 - BIO International
Convention, San Diego.
Headed to BIO on June 24th-26th?

Swing by the BIOCOM CRO booth #3425 to
meet with ChemDiv representatives and
discuss your project outsourcing needs.

BIOCOM member? Learn about our BIOCOM
discounts and special offers.
Be sure to grab our sun v isor
giv eaway to com plete your BIO
fashion look !
Proud member of BIO and BIOCOM.

PPI Libraries:
Peptidomimetics
PPI Library
PPI Tripeptide Mimetics
PPI Modulators
p53-MDM2 Annotated Library
Smart Library

50,000 compounds, orthogonally

designed to quickly dial in the class and family for new targets.

JumpStart Hit Screening for PoorlyDefined Targets
One or more Hits, in one-two months,
enabling you to move quickly to your next
Discovery stage. Scree ning set includes
some
our
most
recently
synthesized
compounds with high IP potential, all for
$150,000. Includes Protocols, Library & Hit
Structures, all Screening Data, Hit Clusterization!
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